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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

Daylight contributes to indoor visual comfort, enhances user satisfaction and productivity, and explains partially that, in office 
buildings, the use of glass in the facades has increased in the last few years, even in places where solar gains through windows 
contribute largely to glare, thermal discomfort and, consequently, excessive energy consumption. This paper evaluates the energy 
demand and visual comfort of a real case office building placed in a Mediterranean city, with a high window wall ratio (WWR). 
South oriented facades receive such a high solar gain that cooling demand cannot be handled by the current HVAC system. As an 
environmental friendly solution, a shading control strategy based on vertical and horizontal louvers is proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

Energy efficiency and human comfort are the main priorities of the users in the building operation. In this sense, 
the coordinated performance of HVAC systems, shading devices and electric lighting, based on advanced control 
strategies, improve energy efficiency by minimizing heating and cooling loads, electric lighting consumption, and 
assuring visual and thermal users comfort.  

The literature review about the effects of daylighting in buildings, the control shading strategies, the integration 
with HVAC and electric light control systems, etc., is much extended. In this case, the papers of interest analyzed deal 
with: the type of adequate shading device, the influence of simulation parameters (WWR, building orientation, glazing, 
etc.), the most used software for the simulations, and the results and conclusions of other cases of study. 

Daylight regulation can be done with a great variety of shading devices (blinds, overhangs, venetian blinds, louvers, 
roller shades, etc.). Bellia [1] and Kirimtat et al. [2] highlight the complexity of classifying the shading devices but 
suggest a simple classification based on its place in the building (external or internal) and if it is fixed or movable 
(manual or automatic). Meerbeek et al. [3] show the complexity of the interaction between an automation controls of 
motorized exterior blinds with users in Dutch offices. Lee et al. [4] describe an experimental case of an office in 
Oakland (EEUU) with an automatic control of internal venetian blinds, achieving energy savings of 15% and 50% in 
cooling and electric lighting, respectively, with an optimal 45º slat angle.  

The effects of shading devices in visual and thermal comfort depend on different parameters. Shen et al. [5] 
investigate the balance between daylight and solar gain control in offices with internal blinds according to orientation 
and WWR. They obtain optimal benefits in south orientation with a WWR of 30-50%. Datta [6] shows how fixed and 
external horizontal louvers can reduce 70% the cooling demand in terms of an optimal design of louvers parameters: 
length, distance between louvers and the angle of the tilt. Tzempelikos [7] evaluates a manual control of a roller shade 
in an office building in Montreal, and study the influence of the glazing transmittance in daylighting.   

The case of study proposed in this paper is an office building with a high glazing area in south and east façades. 
The building is located in Málaga, a city with a Mediterranean climate with a high number of sunlight per year. Users 
of the building complain about thermal disconfort during all year due to high solar gains. Therefore, a solution based 
on static shading devices to mitigate solar gains is analyzed. Horizontal louvers for south façade and vertical louvers 
for east façade are proposed. This louver configuration is recommended by the daylight guidelines [8] provided by the 
Building Technologies, Department at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. North façade is not shaded 
because it receives very little direct solar gain. 

There are different simulation tools used for analyzing, designing and evaluating the daylight value, indoor thermal 
and visual comfort. Some programs are specific for daylight and other for the thermal analysis. The most used in the 
literature review for daylight are Radiance [9], Evalglare [10] and Daysim [11], and for thermal analysis: EnergyPlus 
[12] and Trnsys [13]. The methodology followed in this paper is shown in Figure 1. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Methodology: shading control strategies. 
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Firstly, building geometry is modelling in GoogleSketchup used as interface to the simulation in Daysim and 
Trnsys. The cases of simulation are focused on a base case, in order to evaluate the situation and requirements of the 
actual building. Secondly, static shading louvers are added in south and east façades with different slat angles of the 
louvers. The aim is to evaluate the effect of different shading strategies in visual comfort parameters and heating and 
cooling demand.  

After the first study comparing the building with shading devices, a sensitive analysis is proposed for getting a 
deeper analysis in terms of the influence of the type of glazing and weather.  

In summary, this paper studies the benefits in visual and thermal comfort of installing appropriate shading devices 
in an office building with high cooling requirements due to a glass south and east facing. For that purpose, 
computational simulations are performed in dynamic conditions. The results of this paper are the preliminary work of 
a research based on the definition of an automatic shading control strategy in different buildings, which could be 
integrated with the HVAC control of the company Airzone. 

2. Case of study. 

2.1. Description of the building. 

The case of study is an office building called Málaga Bussiness Park located in Málaga, Spain (latitude 36.67N, 
longitude -4.49W). The studied offices are called Sports Offices with a total area of 360 m2. Three thermal zones are 
considered, separated with glass walls between them. Exposed unshaded façades are oriented toward south (south 
zone), east (east zone) and north-west (central zone) with large window area so, a special consideration to control solar 
gain is required (see Figure 2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Building description: real image of south façade, thermal zones and Sketchup model. 

The windows properties values have been taken from International Glazing Database (IGDB) [14]. The window is 
a double reflective (6/8/6) glazing with the properties described in Table 1. 

The office is occupied from Monday to Friday from 8:00 to 19:00 hours, with a break of one hour for lunch. The 
lighting power density is 10 W/m2. Considering a typical work of office use, a target of illuminance of 500 lux on the 
work-plane is set [15]. About 35 people work in the offices and a metabolic rate of 1.2 met is assumed, corresponded 
to seated and light activity at offices. Internal gains due to small equipment are included, with a mean of 17.5 W/m2. 
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